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Love it or hate it, February 14 is celebrated by millions of people
annually. Often referred to as a "Hallmark Holiday," Valentine's
Day is largely associated with sappy greeting cards, heartshaped boxes of chocolates, rose-filled bouquets, and other socalled symbols of love. Of course, it didn't start out this way. So,
what are the origins of Valentine's Day— and why has the holiday
endured? How to Calculate Your Ecological Footprint— and
Reduce It. This charming 7ft (2.1m) Christmas garland features
emerald green needles, pine cones and baubles. It's perfect as a
stair garland but you can also dress it up on a door frame. In
need of some positivity or not able to make it to the shops?
Subscribe to House Beautiful magazine today and get each issue
delivered directly to your door. How Hour of Code Can Help
Demystify Coding. Things went downhill quickly after the
watermelon was sliced, however, as the family learned the hard
way that large cucumbers look deceptively similar to
watermelons. As it turned out, the cucumber had been
masquerading as a melon the whole time in order to keep the
gardener interested. The Soap Eater Every family has its
traditions, such as a particular Maine-based aunt who sends the
family chocolate lobsters each year. When the treats arrived this
year, however, they looked a bit different than normal. Although
they didn't sport their usual chocolatey hue, her niece assumed it
was a colored white chocolate instead and bit into one anyway.
Connecting regularly has never been easier thanks to texting and
video calls. Check in throughout the day to find out how the
other's doing or to send a funny meme. If you can't be together,
schedule FaceTime calls when you have a moment to chat. But
They Also Take Time Apart Nobody likes feeling suffocated, and
spending every second together is a quick way to burn a
relationship out. It's healthy to spend time apart. Happy people
understand this and ask for their own time, and they happily
allow their partners some alone time, too. Pope Gregory XIII
introduced the calendar in the 1500s, hence the name Gregorian
calendar. It was originally looked at as the work of the Antichrist,
and people were not receptive to it. Christmas Gnomes and
Zombie Horses: Meet the Mythical Creatures of Global Holiday
Folklore. During these 12 days, there are celebrations both
secular and religious. It has been celebrated in Europe since
before the middle ages and has always been a time of festivity. It
is also known by some as Christmastide. One popular legend
suggests that when Emperor Claudius II of Rome outlawed
marriage for the young men in his army, a priest named
Valentine performed marriages in secret. Eventually, he was
found out and Claudis sentenced him to death. Another
Valentine, this one a bishop, was also put to death by Claudius
the second, though little is known about that potential namesake.
Make a statement with this gorgeous vintage-style bauble
garland. Ideal if you're on the hunt for something different. Ruth's
Chris Steak House Whether you're looking for surf-and-turf, a
steak dinner or a delicious holiday cocktail, Ruth's Chris has you
covered. Call ahead for reservations, and ask about the special
three-course Christmas menu. When we think of the 12 Days of
Christmas, the famous Christmas carol enters our heads and gets
us singing about two turtle doves and a partridge in a pear tree.
But when are the 12 days of Christmas? And what does each day
mean? Genius Phone Gadgets That Are Total Game Changers.
What does each day of the 12 days of Christmas mean? 1. The
first day of Twelvetide is Christmas Day, 25th December, and it's
all about celebrating the birth of Jesus. One great way to give
yourself a little extra itch relief is to use the end of a pen. As you
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can see here, however, it's pretty important to make sure you
use the non-writing end of the pen— or at least make sure it isn't
open— to do your scratching. The Unsuspecting Selfie Taker Ever
caught a glimpse of yourself in a bathroom mirror and noticed
that you were looking particularly fetching that day? Perhaps you
were at a shop and had just purchased a new blouse or cosmetic
that you were thrilled to show off to your friends? Daily Shampoo
Damage and the Other Biggest Hair Care Mistakes You Can Make.
How COVID-19 Made 2021 the Year of the Worker. Happy couples
aren't afraid to talk about hot topics, either. They like to talk
about their views, and they feel like it's safe to express their
opinions with one another. This has become even more important
in recent years as more people become aware of social justice
issues and form strong opinions. They Know How to Handle
Boring Life Stuff Relationships aren't all romantic getaways and
dinners by candlelight. The basic stuff of life creeps in, and the
smartest couples know that they should tackle it together. Things
like washing the car, packing boxes for a move and running
errands are necessities, and doing them together promotes
companionship. Finish off your festive decorating with this mini
'FA LA LA' Christmas garland. Simple yet cute, you could even
entwine with micro lights for a special touch. Optimistic Facts
That Show the World Isn't Such a Dark Place. Go gold in your
home with this eye-catching gold foliage garland– the ultimate
head-turner. Perfect for trailing over bookcases, bannisters, and
mantelpieces, it has a gorgeous shimmering finish. How COVID19 Made 2021 the Year of the Worker. There's something
wonderfully rustic about this Christmas garland. The frosted tips,
plus clusters of pine cones and berries contributes to its
traditional look. In 1966, Congress and President Lyndon B.
Johnson recognized Waterloo, New York, as having celebrated the
first Memorial Day 100 years earlier. However, multiple towns
claim to be the birthplace of Memorial Day, and the holiday's long
evolution makes it unclear where exactly it began. On top of that,
there are many persistent myths about how Memorial Day
started. Learn more about these and how they relate to the
holiday's origins. How Did Memorial Day Originate? While people
have commemorated the sacrifices of soldiers for as long as
there have been conflicts, Memorial Day as we know it in the
United States got its start during the American Civil War. During
the war, some people began the practice of decorating the
graves of soldiers who'd been killed in battle and saying prayers
for them. And, as the Civil War wound down, people across the
North and South continued honoring fallen soldiers in this
manner. As the practice of decorating soldiers' graves became
more common, it also began gaining more formal recognition.
What Are the Best External Hard Drives for Xbox One?.
Nonreligious parents have reported that the godparents they
chose for their TEENren often feel like part of the family as if the
TEEN has an extra aunt or uncle. They may do things together
like going fishing, see a movie, or take a vacation. Boston Market
Boston Market is open on Christmas day and even offers a
special menu for people who want to eat in the restaurant. Enjoy
an individual meal, feast for three and even a slice of pumpkin
pie for dessert. After all of the hustle and bustle leading up to
Christmas the last thing many people want to worry about is
cooking on the big day. Many restaurants are open on Christmas
day and even offer special meals and deals to patrons. Sonic
Drive-In Traveling this Christmas? If you need to stop for lunch or
dinner along the way, then stop at Sonic for a quick bite. Most
locations are open on Christmas day. How to Calculate Your
Ecological Footprint— and Reduce It. Christmas Gnomes and
Zombie Horses: Meet the Mythical Creatures of Global Holiday
Folklore.
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